STRINGO

550

TECHNICAL DATA
MOTOR: 1500 W
BATTERY: 1 x 24V 360Ah
TRACK X (MM):
Standard 1130
Special 1180
Special 1230
TRACK Y (MM):
Standard 360
Special 310
Special 260
SPEED: 6 km/h variabel
WEIGHT: 916 kg
DRIVE WHEEL DIAMETER:
255 mm
FRONT WHEEL DIAMETER:
Standard 85 mm
Special 70 mm
Special 100 mm
LOADING TIME: Ca 5s
WORKING TIME:
6 h continuous operation

Stringo 550 an extra powerful model, especially suitable for large and heavy
vehicles up to 5000 kg or where daily transportation or movement of a large
number of vehicles is required. The Stringo 550 is available in various motor
sizes and track widths.
Stringo 550 is similar to the other models, quick and easy handling even in
restricted spaces.

 Effortless operation
 Silent and clean
 Double safety system
 Minimum turning radius
the length of the car plus 80 cm
 Can be engaged on the front
or rear wheels of the vehicle
 Hydraulic pressarms
 Length hydraulic adjustable
 Ride-on-plattform, battery
indication and hour meter are
standard
 Re-chargeable truck battery
 Can be equipped with various
accessories
 Adaptation to customers needs

Strandvägen 64, S - 870 52 Nyland
Phone: +46 612 280 00. Fax: +46 612 110 09
E-mail: info@famek.se
www.famek.se

Area of use: Especially suitable for the Motor Industry, like in design studios,
or where daily transportation or movement of a large number of heavy vehicles
is required.
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STRINGO MAKES VEHICLE
MOVEMENT EASY
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With Stringo the movement of vehicles indoors
becomes easy and secure.
The unique design and construction is simple,
effective and efficient, even in the most cramped
spaces. Vehicles are moved noiselessly, with ease
and with precision. Non polluting Stringo takes the
heavy work out of vehicle movement at the same
time improving the environment of the workplace.
Find out how you can get more out of your time and
maximise your workspace
 find out the advantages of Stringo.

